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WISKA presents Innovations in Ex Products, Camera Surveillance, LED and Reefer 
Container Sockets 
 
At SMM this year, WISKA is presenting a new energy-efficient luminaire for hazardous areas to the 

expert audience: The Ex LED Luminaire 4200 is based on the LED multi-purpose luminaire 4000 by 

WISKA, which has proven its quality in thousands of operating hours worldwide. It is maintenance-free, 

easy to mount and install as well as cost-efficient, making it the ideal choice for applications in hazardous 

areas on vessels and for the offshore industry. 

 

A brand-new floodlight series by WISKA also uses LED lamps and is being introduced to the public 

for the first time. The modular and cost-efficient in-house development comes with no aluminium at all 

and is able to cope with even the hardest environmental conditions. Each LED module consists of 

special heat conducting plastic, its overall protective casing is made of stainless steel. The single 

modules are working independently. The LED floodlight 5000 will be available with one to four 

modules with options of tilting and dimming. Standard halogen floodlights can be replaced by the new 

LED 5000. 

 

Within one of its core businesses, the reefer container sockets, WISKA is also presenting a another 

innovation of its VARITAIN® range: VARITAIN® PushIn Advance. The new reefer container socket 

revolutionises the ship´s power connection to the socket itself by relocating its cable connection with 

terminal block and cable protection into the cable gland area out of the casing. The WISKA developed 

power port therefore allows for a significantly smaller casing and protection for all internal components 

as for initial setup by the shipyard, opening of the casing´s lid now is a thing of the past. The shipyard´s 

installation will thus be considerably faster and easier – a gain of time for the yard and high operation 

reliability for the owner. 

 

  



Last but not least, also in its range of computer-controlled CCTV systems, WISKA showcases a new 

product for hazardous areas with its Ex Dome Camera. Its integrated connector unit does not need 

external cabling anymore. With the new camera, WISKA is successfully extending its product range of 

CCTV-systems.  

 

WISKA at SMM 2016: Hall B6, Stand 202 
 
 
About WISKA 
 
 
WISKA manufactures electrical equipment, lighting products and CCTV camera surveillance systems 
for shipbuilding and diverse industries. Founded in Hamburg in 1919, the family-owned company 
today employs over 260 employees worldwide. The product range includes, for example, 
searchlights, floodlights, reefer container sockets, cable glands, junction boxes and switches, 
completed by digital CCTV technology. WISKA operates its own research and development facilities 
and production plants next-door at its headquarters in Germany and has a global network of 
representatives and subsidiaries who ensure a quick and effective on-site customer service. 
www.wiska.com 

 
 
Picture subtitles 

 
Photo „( WISKA-EX-LED-4200)“:    Photo „(WISKA-LED-5000)“:   
„ EX LED Luminaire 4200: Easy handling    „LED Floodlight 5000: New modular 
and maintenance-free”     floodlight efficiency” 

 

 
Photo „(WISKA-VARITAIN_PushIn_Advance)“:   Photo „(WISKA-EX-Dome_Camera)“: 
„VARITAIN® PushIn Advance with new    „Explosion-proof WISKA Dome Camera 
power connection“      without external cabling“ 
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